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A deeply private person, Gauri Khan allows few people into the 
inner recesses of her heart and home. But she speaks freely and 
proudly of Mannat. Quite possibly because it is as good as her 

greatest love story, discovers Aditi Bhimjyani
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GGauri Khan doesn’t like flowers. Floral arrangements and 
artificial plants feature nowhere in her home. Instead potted 
ferns abound, scattered around tables everywhere. “Plants 
give out positive energy. They are good oxygen,” she says. 
Her passion for making a house a home is obvious when she 
points to the vertical gardens that she has been working on 
in the lawns outside her sea-facing bungalow Mannat at 
Bandstand in Mumbai. One of the city’s most popular land-
marks today, this mansion has been adored by fans of her 
superstar husband from the outside for about two decades 
now. Khan has remained more reticent with the public eye; 
but once she lets me into her home and we start talking 
about her life and work, there’s a warmth that takes over. 
She begins by admitting that Mannat hasn’t just served as 
her family home since 2001—but also became her blank can-
vas, one that let her grow and develop as an interior de-
signer. And as their family grew and renovations and rede-
signs were made to suit the changing needs, it also shaped 
her design aesthetic. (Khan and architect-designer Kaif 
Faquih laboured over the mansion for nearly a decade).

 
LIVING LEGACIES
Though the terrace of the house is her “happiest place”, for 
Khan, the most endearing aspect of Mannat is its facade. “I 
wouldn’t change it for anything in the world,” she says. Pris-

tine white, glamorous, imposing, with those massive classi-
cal pillars that are carefully angled into the selfies of those 
hundreds of fans who throng the place every day.

The 1920s-era, Grade III heritage structure that features a 
neo-classical columned facade of the former Viennese villa 
has now been lovingly refurnished with a six-storey annexe, 
multiple bedrooms, terrace, garden, a system of elevators, 
personal quarters and expansive entertainment spaces. 
Much like its residents who scale the globe but come home to 
nest in their private corner, the house has a nomadic soul, 
with influences from around the world—Italian architecture, 
neo-classical elements, objets d’art and an indulgent mix of 
decades and styles. “I don’t like minimalist spaces,” explains 
Khan. “I love things that are warm, eclectic, personal and 
collectible. My home has been built gradually over years of 
collecting stuff that I feel passionately about. It’s essential to 
make something your own.” 

Despite the grandeur of Mannat, gatherings here are al-
ways small, informal and intimate—and never held more 
than once a week. “We have a small set of friends who drop 
in casually. We don’t entertain much,” Khan shares. The 
only exception is the annual mega-bash—that one grand 
party that literally everyone whispers excitedly about. (Their 
most recent visitor, of course, was David Letterman who just 
popped in for a quick shoot!) >


